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Outsourcing?

Its not always easy to find the right balance!

Outsourcing, when done correctly, is one of the best and most used ways of cutting costs within a production
unit. Outsourcing can be done for the whole production process, or in some cases only for parts of production.
As outsourcing manufacturing abroad has become commonplace, it is now considered to be a standard way of
doing business, and as a practice it will often leave behind those who enter too late or in the wrong way.

Further to the obvious economic advantages a company can gain from outsourcing, there is also the invaluable
advantage that it almost always provides organizations with access to new capacity, capabilities, skills, and
technologies.
As an ongoing trend, administrative tasks are now being outsourced as well. This is due to the fact that the
educational level in destination countries is reaching a point where these tasks can now easily be placed in the
hands of more cost efficient staff without huge risks.

Here are some of the challenges organizations are facing
when outsourcing manufacturing.
Quality control:
Quality issues are a recurring headache for many companies and brands when outsourcing
manufacturing. Not being on the scene monitoring the production often results in errors which are
impossible to correct before it is too late.

To further complicate matters, 3rd party inspection, although more and more commonplace, is often
found wanting as it usually depends on the diligence of 1 or 2 people motivated by getting through the
process as fast as possible, thereby enhancing their income.

Communication:
Different languages and communicating across continents are obvious obstacles, especially in China
where culture and language differences can set serious boundaries for successfully outsourcing
manufacturing.
As a result a lot of time is wasted, meaning that many valuable resources, which could be put to better
use in other parts of your organization, are spent solving simple matters and correcting errors.

Corporate Social Responsibility:
All major brands and organizations in the international garment community require an adequate CSR
profile. Failure to comply with international standards for workers’ salary and living conditions are not
only immoral but can have fatal effect on a company’s brand image.
As with all other aspects of outsourcing, it is often a leap of faith to trust the company to whom you
outsource these responsibilities, to honor these standards in the same way as you would yourself. Time
and time again brands get into trouble in areas where they thought they were completely covered.

How we can help?
“Being acting shareholders in a number of Chinese production facilities allows Sinex Solutions to
establish structure and service minded attitude from within the organization”.
Martin Kristensen, COO Sinex Solutions
Everybody in the garment industry knows what a bar tack is, and everybody knows how important this
lock stitching method is to keeping the garment together. In Sinex Solutions we like to view ourselves
as the bar tack of garment manufacturing: the lock that keeps all variables in place and makes sure
the whole process runs smoothly.
“The concept is simple, instead of acting as middlemen we have invested capital in each of our
cooperating factories improving manufacturing equipment, increasing efficiency and heightening
finished product quality”.
Jens Christensen, CEO Sinex Solutions

Our company structure
With four offices strategically spread around China, Sinex Solutions offers a very experienced and
well-represented manufacturing organization in China. Our North European management team are
all based in China and participate actively in accommodating our clients requests.

• Shanghai HQ:
All merchandising and logistics are handled from our Shanghai office. We buy fabrics from all over
China as well as import from Korea, Japan and Taiwan. All invoices and shipping documents are
issued from Shanghai.

• Quanzhou office:
Our expertise within the garment industry and our highly developed production facility makes us the
leading garment manufacturer within one of South China's biggest knitted garment production
centers.

• Nantong office:
With newly invested capital, our production facility in Nantong boasts a state of the art light woven
manufacturing unit. Being situated in the woven Y/D capital of China allows us easy access to
fabrics of outstanding quality.

• Guangzhou office:
Our Guangzhou office handles all packaging and most accessory production. By handling all
aspects of production ourselves, we are able to lower costs, and offer our clients more competitive
prices.

Our products
In Sinex Solutions we rely solely on the trust of our customers. We always guarantee the agreed
quality of our products, and, before entering cooperation a contract is drawn up with our clients
requirements regarding quality, delivery times and compensation if contract is breached.

Woven garments
•
•
•
•

Dress shirts
Casual shirts
Woven pajamas
Woven boxers

Dress and casual shirts are among woven factory’s key
competences. Our merchandiser office in Shanghai source
the finest fabrics from Korea, Japan and throughout China.
Our production facility accommodates a recognizable high
standard of craftsmanship.

Knitted garments
•
•
•
•
•

Men’s underwear
Women’s underwear
T-shirts
Lingerie
Children’s clothes

Our factory in Quanzhou employs over 300 highly skilled
workers allowing a monthly underwear output close to
500,000 pieces. All our factories have both Oekotex
certificates and social accountability certificates such as SA
8000.

Who we are
Sinex Solutions was founded in 2008 by long term outsourcing experts Martin Kristensen and Jens
Christensen. With our head office in Shanghai and regional offices in Quanzhou, Guangzhou and
Nantong, Sinex Solutions today employs a total of 18 production engineers and key account
managers. Each regional office is situated on site in our manufacturing unit, which makes both
communication with clients and quality management very effective.
With more than 30 years’ combined experience in China, we offer our clients the very best
combination of service, competitive prices and product quality.
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